Characterization of wet masses of pharmaceutical powders by triaxial compression test.
The mechanical and rheologic properties of wet masses of pharmaceutical powders determine their processibility and the quality of the product prepared by extrusion/spheronization. In this work, a triaxial compression test was attempted for the first time to characterize material properties of pharmaceutical wet masses of different hydrophilicity and particle sizes. The stress-strain curves and the pore pressure were determined at various cell pressures. The failure criteria of the wet masses were obtained from the stress path on the deviator stress plane. The cohesion (c) and the angle of internal friction (phi) were evaluated from the intercept and the slope of the failure loci. The stress-strain behavior strongly depended on the type of powders and cell pressure. The values of c and phi were similar for wet masses of EC FP, MCC PH101, and SMCC 50, but a very small phi and a very high c value for HPMC. The shear strength and rigidity of the wet masses were in the order of EC FP > SMCC 50 > MCC PH101 > HPMC, whereas the elastic recovery was in the opposite order. These material parameters could be used as references for selection of excipients and formulation for extrusion/spheronization.